Warner Conservation Commission Meeting
July 3, 2019

Members present: Nancy Martin, Ken Cogswell, Mike Amaral. No Quorum - No votes
Meeting began – 7:03 pm.

•

Application of glyphophosphate. Andy Duncan, landowner where the proposed application of
glyphophosphate is intended described the recommendation of Brooks McCandlish, Forester and
Tim Fleury, UNH Extension about the use of this herbicide on regenerating timber stands. It is
used to prevent dense sprouting of beech and creates opportunities for white pine, red oak, and
other more marketable species to grow, contributing to the regrowth of a more diversified forest

•

Approval of June Minutes. Approval will be delayed until next WCC meeting since we didn’t
have a quorum.

•

Knoxland Conservation easement: Nancy has received a copy of the Knoxland Easement
registered with the State. A site plan review application by Knoxland was not mentioned or on
the agenda at the July 1 meeting of the Planning Board.

•

Update on DOT surplus lots Map 7; Lot 1 and Map 16; Lot 24. No new information from DOT

•

Completion by July 29 of Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) form for Warner Planning Board.
Members present discussed the need to coordinate a timeline for expenditure of conservation
funds and proposed conservation easements requiring CHIP support. Nancy will ask Rich Cook
for help in completing the CIP form.

•

NH DOT-ARM Funds- No news on the receipt of ARM funds for culvert replacements. Nancy
has just received a detailed letter from DOT regarding the I-89 work to be done from Exit 9 to the
Sutton line. The letter is identical to the one received in Oct. ’18 requesting a list of prioritized
projects for mitigation. Nancy has contacted Ben at F&G to ask how we should respond to the
DOT letter.

•

Friends of the Mink Hills: ATV Clubs have cooperated with posting of multiple use signs and
cameras and delayed openings of the Minks to ATV’s due to heavy rains and road conditions.
There is interest from a mountain biking group on developing mountain biking trails.

•

Wetlands/Forestry Permits; Stephanie was absent. Nancy mentioned a request to cut posted at
Town Hall for a parcel on Harriman Lane.

•

Outstanding Monitoring Reports: McCuasland (Nancy and Stephanie); RAW (Susi); Reis (Mike)

•

Lake Smart Presentation-Andover CC on July 20th

Adjourned- 7:55

